Maximise Productivity
We provide data services to make analytics teams 10x more productive compared to working with raw open data sources directly.

CSV

Slash Costs
Allave the costs and friction associated with using raw open datasets for data analytics. Enable your analytics team to deliver insights in hours, not days.

Use Freely
All our datasets are openly licensed and free for use for any lawful purpose. From single person start-ups to the largest enterprises, you have the same freedoms.

Query Interactively
Copy out data files into your data lake and take advantage of query-as-examples queries from Amazon Athena, Alteryx, Tableau, etc.

Integrate Effortlessly
The single data API and client libraries enable analyst teams to integrate our datasets into analytics solutions with ease.

Get Insights
Empower your researchers and data analysts with a fast self-service BI model and actionable BI reports. That means open data insights on demand.

“...the way forward for larger scale data discovery... by simplifying the process of gathering, cleaning and visualising the data. And making it more accessible to more people, while still being...

“...like the way exactly the same data is not possible, I’d do this format / store this in the same structure / somewhere else...”

“...in the real world of open data that is not possible. CSV means open data..."mind analytics teams like a chart shoe. You spend the majority of your time on data exploration or building a model, you cheat straight into turnover for data insights from a million polygons where we are..."It can spend so much more time analysing the data and using it to deliver key insights..."